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Dear Parents/Carers, 

Thank you for all the kind words, cards and gifts at Christmas.  We hope you all have a happy and peaceful 2022. 

Your children have settled in well at school and are making friends and enjoying new learning experiences.  They are 

familiar with the routines of school and have already matured a great deal. This term our topic is about “Dinosaurs” with a 

particular focus on the past, changes, similarities and differences between living things. We will be reading lots of books 

from fiction to non-fiction, discussing dinosaur facts and making up and writing our own stories.  

 

We will be continuing to teach phonics, consolidating the digraphs.  As we have now introduced all of the digraphs and 

trigraphs there will be no new sheets in the sound books, so these can now remain at home. They will continue to be helpful 

to support your child at home so please take time to revisit the pages, complete any unfinished sheets and find pictures / 

write words for each digraph. Structured reading scheme books will continue to come home. The children will progress 

through these at very individual rates, but speak to your class teacher if you have any queries or concerns. We will 

introduce Bug Club this term so that your child can access online books at home (password details will be stuck into the 

yellow reading diaries). This will provide any additional books you may need for your child to enjoy. Try to find time most 

days to read a book or practise sounds and words – little and often is generally the best approach, daily reading at home 

does make a huge difference. Alongside the reading books please keep practising the tricky tag words attached to the 

back of the yellow reading diary. These are crucial in subsequent reading books and our aim is to issue the next set when 

your child can read all of the set that they currently have. Please continue to ensure that book bags come to school every 

day and most of all, praise and encourage all your child’s efforts.  Your child can also change the additional book for you to 

read to them on a daily basis if they wish. 

 

Cutting out and scissor skills are part of Physical Development in the Early Years Framework, using scissors helps to 

develop fine motor skills which will also help improve letter formation, so please encourage cutting at home… old Christmas 

cards can be good for this.  

 

In Mathematics, we will be focusing on number facts over the course of this term.  As well as recognising and ordering 

numbers we will be encouraging the children to think about their relative values.  We will also be consolidating counting 

forwards and backwards, starting at different numbers and continuing work on simple practical addition.   

 

Now that Christmas performances are over we will be returning to regular P.E sessions. All of the reception classes will be 

participating in weekly P.E slots. Therefore please remember to send in their named P.E kit containing named shorts, a named 

t-shirt and named trainers, as some of the sessions may take place outside a named pair of jogging bottoms would also be 

helpful. These can remain in school throughout the week, as it is not really necessary to take them home for washing more 

than once per term.  

 

This term will also see us start Forest Schools! A letter will be sent out in due course explaining all about this so please keep 

an eye out for this via parent mail.  

 

Our next Parent Consultation evenings will be towards the end of this term (see subsequent school newsletter for details) 

but please let us know before then if you have any concerns.  Come and see one of us after school, or if this is difficult for 

you then we can be contacted by email. Staff will endeavour to respond as soon as possible but please be mindful of staff 

working days and hours, thank you. 

 

We hope your child enjoys this next half term, and all the learning opportunities which will arise. 

 

 

The Reception Team 


